
Overview 

Web Filter Policies allow you to control Internet access of users or groups of users. Using these policies, you can block or 

allow specific URLs or an entire category of websites. 

WebTitan's category database contains millions of websites grouped into categories like "Games", "Gambling", "Football", 

"Alcohol", etc. Allowing or blocking a particular category allows/blocks all websites falling under that particular category. 

This reduces the effort required by the administrator to create policies for each website. 

WebTitan allows you to define URL filtering policies. You may want to set the content of URLs to be monitored for particular 

phrases. You can use these categories to specify if you want to allow or block access to any of the categories during Work 

or Non-work times. Note that a URL may belong to more than one category. 

Web Titan Cloud can report on individual users or group activity by installing a ONS proxy that integrates with your Active 

Directory or LDAP. The ONS proxy is a small onsite installation that can be deployed on hardware or on a virtual machine. 

The ONS Proxy is best suited to organisations that want more granular reporting and the ability to identify users and 

groups of users. 

WebTitan - Groups Policies 

In the WebTitan appliance, you can create groups in the user interface. With WebTitan Cloud group creation is much simpler 

as it's done via Active Directory. Web Titan Cloud allows you assign a policy to a group/s and rank the groups in order. 

This means that if people are in multiple groups you can decide which policy will be applied. 

The groups feature in Web Titan provides MSPs a simple and powerful way to create and manage settings that are shared 

among multiple customers. This means you can create policies specific to customer groups, such as industry vertical. 

Group policies make it easy to manage customer settings as a whole, so you implement changes once rather than multiple 

times on a per customer basis. 
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Groups and Group Ranking in WebTitan Cloud 

Groups 
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The Groups section displays a list of the Groups for each Customer Account. You can filter by group name and/or policy 

by entering a name or part of a name of a group or policy in the Filter Groups and/or Filter Policies field and pressing enter. 

To edit the properties of an existing group, click on the icon in the Options column. 

You can change the policy applied to the group, or have no policy applied to the group. 

Note: A group must have a policy applied before it can be ranked in order of priority (see "Group Ranking") 

Group Ranking 
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The Group Ranking section displays a list of the Groups, to which policies have been applied, for each customer account. 

Groups without policies cannot be ranked. Groups are displayed in order of priority, with the most important groups at the top. 

If a user is a member of more than one group, the group closest to the top of this list will be used as the Effective Group. 

If there is no user policy in place, which would take precedence over any group policy, the policy associated with the effective 

group will become the effective policy for the user. To change the order of groups on this page, simply drag and drop. 

Some prerequisites: 

» For access to the user/group policies feature you must install WADA and ONS Proxy. ONS Proxy is a small VM that

is on site. All ONS traffic from all clients on the network must be routed through the Web Titan ONS Proxy

» WADA is installed on the domain controller of the domain you want to identify.

Information on the WADA download and the ONS Proxy Download: 

http://helpwtc.webtitan.com/support/solutions/articles/4000051058-user-identification-guide 

WebTitans cloud-delivered web security service blocks advanced malware, botnets and phishing threats. WebTitan makes 

it easy to leverage the cloud to provide powerful, fast and flexible filtering. Advanced web security like this is key to ensuring 

security and productivity for all clients, regardless of location. 

For advice on implementing Web Titan Cloud or setting up group policies please contact us today at webtitan@titanhq.com 
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